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Food Photography Tips!
How can colour help?
Colour is a massive part of good food
photography. In a lot of cases you can
add
garnishes that contrast the colour of the
dish which is very effective in adding an
element of colour in your photographs.
Notice the contrasting colours of green,
red and white in the photo to the left.

When placing items into your food
images, try selecting neutral tones,
something that makes the food
really pop against it. Selecting a
neutral background like this black
metal tray and baking paper,
amplifies the bright red strawberries
and rhubarb inside these Crostatas,
making them really steal the show.

Blurry Images
If your photos are a little bit blurry, don’t panic! You should hold your
camera steadier, use a tripod with a remote so that your camera stays still
while you’re shooting or use a faster shutter speed and make sure there is
plenty of light
available.
The Photos Simply Don’t “Pop”
Carefully observe professional food photos to find out what’s missing in
your images. Maybe you didn’t use the depth of field correctly or your way
to tweak the contrast, levels and sharpness in editing software isn’t skilful
enough. Sometimes a few little edits can make photos much bolder!

Flatbread Recipe
250g plain flour
250g plain yoghurt. (vegan works too)
2 teaspoons baking powder
teaspoon salt
black onion seeds/ nigella seeds
butter and rock salt to top and/or chopped herbs

1.Mix together all of the ingredients until they come together (minus the
butter, rock salt and herbs)
2. Knead for a minute or two until you have a basic smooth dough. Add
more flour if needed.
3. Divide into 8 balls and flatten with a rolling pin into rough circles. Use
flour to help it come free from the rolling pin and work surface.
4. Heat a griddle pan on a high heat, and place flatbreads one at a time into
the pan to cook. When one sided is charred and it has puffed up, flip it over
and do the same on the other side. If you do not have a griddle pan, a
normal frying pan will work just fine, you might not get the charred griddle
marks.
5. When they come out of the pan, cover with butter and rock salt, or
chopped herbs like parsley or coriander and eat straight away.

Can you tell what food the close
up photograph is from?
answers are at the bottom of the
page!

#1 Strawberry #2 Cornflakes #3 Popcorn #4 Mushroom
The answers were

